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1 Introduction

The motion detection is one of the most important issues in surveillance system, image compression and object tracking. Especially in a surveillance system, the detection of objects is more important than the compression or tracking. The basic method of the motion detection is to take the difference between successive frames and apply a Gaussian filter. This method is not suitable to detect motion under brightness changes, noise, and background movement, as these disturbances increase the false alarm rate. We compare here one of the standard motion detection methods with the proposed algorithm.

There are many motion detection methods based on the wavelet transform and pattern classification by matching process. These kinds of approaches need preprocessing to generate the reference patterns. Thus the resulting algorithm is data-based, and can detect only reference patterns. Letang et al. use the reference pattern and the current image instead of the two successive images. This method works well under frequent illumination changes, or small parasitical camera motion, but it needs large reference binary maps, which increase storage and preprocessing requirements.

We use discrete wavelet transform with Daubechies’ orthogonal wavelet. Daubechies’ orthogonal wavelets are convenient because of their finite support. The wavelet transform is known for being efficient in edge detection and noise cancellation.
One of the basic methods of edge detection is the use of derivatives.\(^{(11)(12)}\) Wavelet transforms define the edge well, as do derivatives in image processing. Near the object edge in the image, there are big changes in pixel values. Detection of object edges is closely related to the object detection and hence allows tracking of object motion.

The proposed here detection technique is based on the novel idea of the wavelet template that defines the shape of an object in terms of a subset of the wavelet coefficients of the image. This method is invariant under changes in color and texture and can be used to robustly define a rich and complex class of objects.\(^{(7)}\)

We have tested proposed method under different illuminations and background motion, which can occur due the surveillance camera motion. The tests included also noisy image, which may results for example, from wireless data transmission.\(^{(2)}\)

We used the MATLAB wavelet toolbox for simulation and Web cameras (Logitech ClickSmart 510 (lab1), Logitech QuickCam Express (lab2)) were used for capturing the images.

The organization of this thesis is as follows. In section 2, we introduce the wavelet transform. In section 3, we present the algorithm based on the wavelet transform. In section 4, we discuss the algorithm test results. In sections 5 and 6, we present general results and conclusions.
2 Wavelet Transform

The wavelets, first mentioned by Haar in 1909, have a compact support, which means that the wavelets vanish outside of the finite interval. However, Haar wavelets are not continuously differentiable and thus not very suitable for gradient based methods. The wavelets with an effective algorithm for numerical image processing were introduced by (Gabor, 1946). These wavelets were based on function that can vary in scale and is conservative when computing the functional energy. Between 1960s and 1980s, mathematicians such as Grossman and Morlet (1985) defined wavelets in the context of quantum physics. Mallat (1989) gave a boost to digital signal processing by inventing the pyramidal algorithms and orthonormal wavelet bases. Later Daubechies (1990) used Mallat’s algorithm to construct a set of wavelet orthonormal basic functions that are the cornerstone of wavelet applications today.

The class of functions that can be represented by the wavelets are those that are square integrable. This class is denoted by $L^2(R)$.

$$f(x) \in L^2(R) \Rightarrow \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |f(x)|^2 dx < \infty \quad (1)$$

The set of functions that are generated in the wavelet analysis are obtained by dilating (scaling) and translating (time shifting) a single prototype function called the mother wavelet. The wavelet function $\Psi(x) \in L^2(R)$ has two characteristic parameters called dilation ($a$) and translation ($b$), which vary continuously. A set of wavelet basis functions $\Psi_{a,b}(x)$, is given by
Here, the translation parameter, "b", controls the position of the wavelet in time. The "narrow" wavelet can access high frequency information, while the more dilated wavelet can access low frequency information. This means that the parameter "a" varies for different frequencies. The continuous wavelet transform is defined by

\[ W_{a,b}(f) = \langle f, \psi_{a,b} \rangle = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) \psi_{a,b}(x) \, dx \]  

(3)

The wavelet coefficients are given as the inner product of the function being transformed with each wavelet basis function.

Daubechies (1990) invented one of the most elegant families of wavelets. They are called Compactly Supported Orthonormal Wavelets and are used in Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). In this approach, the scaling function is used to compute the \( \psi \). The scaling function \( \Phi(x) \) and the corresponding wavelet \( \Psi(x) \) are defined by

\[ \phi(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} c_k \phi(2x - k) \]  

(4)

\[ \psi(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} (-1)^k c_k \phi(2x + k - N + 1) \]  

(5)

Where \( N \) is an even number of wavelet coefficients \( c_k, k = 0 \) to \( N-1 \). The discrete representation of an orthonormal compactly supported wavelet basis of \( L^2(\mathbb{R}) \) is formed by dilation and translation of signal function \( \Psi(x) \), called the wavelet...
function. It is assumed that the dilation parameters "a" and "b" take only the
discrete values: \( a = a_0^j, \ b = k b_0 a_0^j \), where \( k, j \in \mathbb{Z}, a_0 > 1, \) and \( b_0 > 0 \). The wavelet
function may be rewritten as
\[
\psi_{j,k}(x) = a_0^{-j/2} \psi(a_0^{-j} x - k b_0)
\]  
(6)
and the Discrete-Parameter Wavelet Transform (DPWT) is defined as
\[
DPWT(f) = \langle f, \psi_{j,k} \rangle = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) a_0^{-j/2} \psi(a_0^{-j} x - k b_0) \, dx
\]  
(7)

The choice between dilations and translations is made on the basis of the power
of two, the so-called dyadic scales and positions, thus making the analysis efficient
and accurate. In this case, the frequency axis is partitioned into bands by using the
power of two for the scale parameter "a." Considering samples at the dyadic values,
we set \( b_0 = 1 \) and \( a_0 = 2 \), and then the discrete wavelet transform becomes
\[
DPWT(f) = \langle f, \psi_{j,k} \rangle = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) 2^{-j/2} \psi(2^{-j} x - k) \, dx
\]  
(8)
Here, \( \psi_{j,k}(x) \) is defined as
\[
\psi_{j,k}(x) = 2^{-j/2} \psi(2^{-j} x - k), \quad j, k \in \mathbb{Z}
\]  
(9)

3 Algorithm

The proposed algorithm consists of three main parts, cascade of 3 wavelet
transforms (DWT)\(^3\), extended pseudo color matrix scaling, and high pass filtering.
In Figure 1, we see the block diagram of the algorithm.
We used "Daubechies 1" wavelet, which is usually used for Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The Daubechies wavelets form orthonormal basis of $L^2(R)$.

The "caltrain" images already have small amount of background motion. Due to this, we can have detection errors if only one stage of DWT is used. Therefore we repeat DWT. The results of multiple stages of DWT are shown in figure 2.

From figure 2, we see that three stage DWT has the best performance, as measured later by low error rate. The reason for using of $(DWT)^3$ is purely experimental. We found that $(DWT)^n$ for $n < 3$ causes more detection errors due to background motion and low resolution. For $n > 3$, the motion detection is less sensitive.

We used extended pseudo color matrix scaling because it displays a rescaled version of data (between 1 to 255) leading to a clearer presentation of the details and providing a better approximation. Together this yields a more accurate motion
detection. In figure 2, (b) is rescaled from 45 - 418.5 to 1 - 255, (c) from 114.5 - 790.75 to 1 - 255, (d) from 236.5 - 1575.625 to 1 - 255, and (e) from 537,1875 - 3112.75 to 1 - 255.

Figure 2. (a) The difference of two original images, (b) The difference after one stage of DWT, (c) The difference after two stage of DWT, (d) The difference after three stage of DWT, (e) The difference after four stage of DWT
The high pass filter has pre-selected threshold value of half of the standard deviation of the original image data. This threshold value is a critical parameter in motion detection.

We used MATLAB to simulate this algorithm. The MATLAB code is presented in the appendix A.

4 Test

We tested the proposed motion detection algorithm with several image frames shown in figure 3, which are “caltrain”, “tabletennis”, and “lab1” (images captured at OSU laboratory). We used “lab2” to test illumination changes. We tested the images under object motion, illumination change, background motion, and additive noise. The “caltrain” and “lab2” images are used to compare a basic motion detection method with the proposed here algorithm. The “caltrain” and “tabletennis” images are black and white, and the “lab1” and “lab2” images are in color. We applied the basic method to only two frame sequences since this is sufficient to make a comparison.
4.1 Motion detection

We tested the proposed algorithm using the frame sequences of “caltrain”, “tabletennis”, and “lab1”. The frame sequence of “caltrain” was used to test the basic method.
4.2 Illumination change

We recaptured images under different illuminations (Figure 4) to test the detection algorithms for an illumination change sensitivity. The illumination change test was also used to compare the basic method with the proposed one.

![Figure 4. The lab2 with different illumination (a) more bright, (b) less bright, (176 x 144, 24 bits)](image)

4.3 Background motion

The “tabletennis” and “lab1” sequences were used to test for background motion. We generated new images, which have 1 and 2 pixel x-axis differences, 1 and 2 pixel y-axis differences, and a combination of x and y-axis differences, to test for background motion. We did not test the “caltrain” sequence since the two “caltrain” frames (figure 3 (a) and (b)) already have 1 pixel x-axis and 1 pixel y-axis differences.
4.4 Low resolution (noise images)

We tested the "caltrain", "tabletennis", and "lab1" sequences by adding the three levels of noise of 10dB, 5dB, and 3dB S/N ratio, to each of the images in figure 1. Each of the images has 8bits of pixel depth, so we added ± 40(10dB), ± 72(5dB), and ±91(3dB) intensity value noise. Figure 5 shows the noisy images.
5 Results

5.1 Motion detection

To illustrate this algorithm performance, each figure below shows the four images. The first image shows the difference of the coefficient after three stages of DWT. The size of this image is 1/64 of the original image. The second image is the image after filtering. The third and fourth image show the motion detection results as seen in the first two original frames. In the second image, the bright part is the detected motion.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the results of motion detection of “caltrain”, “tabletennis” and “lab1” images, respectively.

The threshold values of figure 6, 7 and 8 are 25.40, 19.70 and 27.12, respectively.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show that the proposed algorithm works well and detects only the true object motion. In the case of “caltrain”, the detection of the movement of objects is a difficult task for human eye. In figure 7, we can see that there is a movement of the ball because there are shadows of the ball. Figure 8 show a big movement of the door, so the movement can be easily detected.

Figure 6. The result of motion detection at the caltrain (a) difference after three stage DWT (64 x 50), (b) after filtering (64 x 50), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (512 x 400), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (512 x 400)
Figure 7. The result of motion detection at the table tennis (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)

Figure 8. The result of motion detection at the lab (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)
Figure 9 shows the result of a simple detection method applied to "caltrain" sequence. This method takes the difference between two successive frames and then applies a Gaussian filter. We can easily see that this method detects many not necessarily real motions in the image.

![Figure 9](image)

Figure 9. The result of motion detection by simple method at the caltrain (512 x 400)

5.2 Illumination change

Figure 10 shows that the results of illumination changes in the images of figure 4. Here, the threshold value is 27.17. There is no motion detected, showing that the proposed algorithm works well under illumination change.

Figure 11 shows the results of "lab2" images processed with the basic motion detection method. It is easy to see that the basic method is sensitive to illumination changes, erroneously identifying them as the objects motion and causing false alarm.
Figure 10. The result of motion detection under different illumination (a) difference after three stage DWT (22 x 18), (b) after filtering (22 x 18), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (176 x 144), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (176 x 144)

Figure 11. The result of motion detection by the simple method at the lab2 (176 x 144)
5.3 Background motion

Figure 12. The result of motion detection at table tennis images with 1 pixel y-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)

The threshold value of figures 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 is 18.02. The threshold value of figures 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 is 21.79. From figure 12 through 21, we can see that the proposed algorithm works well only for 1 pixel x-axis or y-axis background motions. Larger than 1 pixel x-axis or y-axis background motions results in motion detection errors.
Figure 13. The result of motion detection at tabletennis images with 2 pixel y-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)

Figure 14. The result of motion detection at tabletennis images with 1 pixel x-axis and 1 pixel y-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)
Figure 15. The result of motion detection at tabletennis images with 1 pixel x-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)

Figure 16. The result of motion detection at tabletennis images with 2 pixel x-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)
Figure 17. The result of motion detection at lab1 images with 1 pixel y-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)

Figure 18. The result of motion detection at lab1 images with 2 pixel y-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)
Figure 19. The result of motion detection at lab1 images with 1 pixel x-axis and 1 pixel y-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)

Figure 20. The result of motion detection at lab1 images with 1 pixel x-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)
Figure 21. The result of motion detection at lab1 images with 2 pixel x-axis background motion (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)

Table 1. Summarizes the experimental results shown in figures 12 to 21
(0 : no error, X : error)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background motions</th>
<th>Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tabletennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pixel y-axis</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pixel y-axis</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pixel x-axis,</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pixel y-axis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pixel x-axis</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pixel x-axis</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Low resolution (noise images)

In figures 22 through 30, the threshold value depends on the noise. The threshold value of figure 22 to figure 24 is approximately 25.80. The threshold value of figure 25 to figure 27 is approximately 19.33. The threshold value of figure 28 to figure 30 is approximately 22.80.

We can see that the proposed algorithm works well even for low S/N ratio (see figure 22 through 30). In case of the “caltrain”, the algorithm detects object motion well for less than 10 dB SNR. For 5dB and 3dB SNR of “caltrain”, there are errors, because the “caltrain” images include the motion of object, background motion, and noise. These results show that noise is reduced very effectively by the wavelet transform. To further improve these results, more pre-processing of the images is needed.

In the case of “tabletennis” and “lab1”, the proposed algorithm worked well under 3dB of noise level. These results follows the wavelet transform noise cancellation properties.
Figure 22. The result of motion detection at the caltrain with 10dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (64 x 50), (b) after filtering (64 x 50), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (512 x 400), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (512 x 400)

Figure 23. The result of motion detection at the caltrain with 5dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (64 x 50), (b) after filtering (64 x 50), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (512 x 400), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (512 x 400)
Figure 24. The result of motion detection at the caltrain with 3dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (64 x 50), (b) after filtering (64 x 50), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (512 x 400), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (512 x 400)

Figure 25. The result of motion detection at the tabletennis with 10dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)
Figure 26. The result of motion detection at the table tennis with 5dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)

Figure 27. The result of motion detection at the table tennis with 3dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (90 x 60), (b) after filtering (90 x 60), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (720 x 480), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (720 x 480)
Figure 28. The result of motion detection at the lab1 with 10dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)

Figure 29. The result of motion detection at the lab1 with 5dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)
Figure 30. The result of motion detection at the lab1 with 3dB of noise (a) difference after three stage DWT (40 x 30), (b) after filtering (40 x 30), (c) applied detected motion to the first frame (320 x 240), (d) applied detected motion to the second frame (320 x 240)

Table 2. Summarizes the motion detection results presented in figures 22 to 30
( O : no error, X : error )

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise level (S/N)</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>caltrain</td>
<td>tabletennis</td>
<td>lab1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 dB</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 dB</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 dB</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Conclusions

The tests performed in this project illustrate the proposed algorithm robustness with respect to camera motion, small background motion (1 pixel) and illumination change. Also this algorithm exhibits very good noise cancellation properties following the well known insensitivity to noise of the wavelet transform. According to Tables 1 and 2, the proposed algorithm is sensitive to background motion, but not sensitive to the noise.

For the difficult test of the "caltrain" sequence, which has many moving objects, background motion and additive noise, this algorithm detects the true object motion well.

A simple motion detection method generates many errors compared to the proposed algorithm. For example Figure 9 shows that a simple detection can't distinguish between object and background motion. Figure 11 shows how simple detection signals object motion even if none is present.

Based on experimental results, we can conclude that the proposed algorithm has better performance than a standard motion detection method.

The proposed algorithm can be used to detect motion efficiently as a part of video surveillance systems under unfavorable circumstance like low SNR, small camera movement, and changes in illumination.
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Appendix
Appendix A. MATLAB code

clear all; close all;

nfig0 = 1;

a1 = imread('caltrain000', 'tif'); % 400 x 512 = 204800
a2 = imread('caltrain001', 'tif'); % 400 x 512 = 204800

[A1,map1] = gray2ind(a1, 255);
[A2,map2] = gray2ind(a2, 255);

A1 = double(A1) + 1;
A2 = double(A2) + 1;

nbcol1 = size(map1, 1);
nbcol2 = size(map2, 1);

cod_X1 = wcodemat(A1, nbcol1);
cod_X2 = wcodemat(A2, nbcol2);

% Perform one step decomposition.
[ca11,chl1,cv11,cd11] = dwt2(A1, 'dbl');
[ca21,ch21,cv21,cd21] = dwt2(A2, 'dbl');

% Image coding.
cod_ca11 = wcodemat(ca11, nbcol1);
cod_chl1 = wcodemat(chl1, nbcol1);
cod_cv11 = wcodemat(cv11, nbcol1);
cod_cd11 = wcodemat(cd11, nbcol1);
figure(nfig0); nfig0 = nfig0 + 1;
image([cod_ca11, cod_chl1; cod_cv11, cod_cd11]);

cod_ca21 = wcodemat(ca21, nbcol2);
cod_ch21 = wcodemat(ch21, nbcol2);
cod_cv21 = wcodemat(cv21, nbcol2);
cod_cd21 = wcodemat(cd21, nbcol2);
figure(nfig0); nfig0 = nfig0 + 1;
image([cod_ca21, cod_ch21; cod_cv21, cod_cd21]);

% Perform second step decomposition:
% decompose approx. cfs of level 1.
[ca12,ch12,cv12,cd12] = dwt2(ca11, 'dbl');
[ca22,ch22,cv22,cd22] = dwt2(ca21, 'dbl');

% Code ca2, ch2, cv2 and cd2.
cod_ca12 = wcodemat(ca12, nbcol1);
cod_ch12 = wcodemat(ch12, nbcol1);
cod_cv12 = wcodemat(cv12, nbcol1);
cod_cd12 = wcodemat(cd12, nbcol1);
figure(nfig0); nfig0 = nfig0 + 1;
image([cod_ca12,cod_ch12,cod_cv12,cod_cd12],cod_ch11,cod_cv11,cod_cd11));

cod_ca22 = wcodemat(ca22,nbcol2);
cod_ch22 = wcodemat(ch22,nbcol2);
cod_cv22 = wcodemat(cv22,nbcol2);
cod_cd22 = wcodemat(cd22,nbcol2);
figure(nfigo);nfigo=nfigo+1;
image([[cod_ca22,codch22;cod_cv22,cod_cd22],cod_ch21;cod_cv21,cod_cd21]);

% Perform third step decomposition:
% decompose approx. cfs of level 2.
[ca13,ch13,cv13,cd13] = dwt2(ca12,'db1');
[ca23,ch23,cv23,cd23] = dwt2(ca22,'db1');

cod_ca13 = wcodemat(ca13,nbcol1);
figure(nfigo);nfigo=nfigo+1;
image(cod_ca13);
cod_ca23 = wcodemat(ca23,nbcol2);
figure(nfigo);nfigo=nfigo+1;
image(cod_ca23);
cod_cadil = abs(cod_call-cod_ca23);
cod_cadil = abs(cod_call-cod_ca23);

cod_cadi3 = abs(cod_call-cod_ca23);

% DWT2 first and then difference
figure(nfigo);nfigo=nfigo+1;
image(cod_cadi1);
figure(nfigo);nfigo=nfigo+1;
image(cod_cadi2);
figure(nfigo);nfigo=nfigo+1;
image(cod_cadi3);

% filtering
k=1;
for j = 1:64 % 64 128 256
  for i = 1:50 % 50 100 200
    if cod_cadi3(i,j)<25.4
      cod_cadi3(i,j) = 0;
    end
    if cod_cadi3(i,j)>5 % Find motion area
      p(k) = i;
      q(k) = j;
      k = k + 1;
    end
  end
end

% Applied detected motion to original image
if k ~= 1
  for l = 1 : k-1
    % code for applying detected motion
  end
end
for j = (q(1) * 8 - 7) : (q(1) * 8)
    for i = (p(l) * 8 - 7) : (p(l) * 8)
        A11(i,j) = 255;  % white
        A21(i,j) = 255;  % white
    end
end
end
end
end

figure(nfig0); nfig0 = nfig0 + 1;
image(A11);
figure(nfig0); nfig0 = nfig0 + 1;
image(A21);

B1 = uint8(A11 - 1);
b1 = ind2gray(B1, map1);
figure(nfig0); nfig0 = nfig0 + 1;
imshow(b1);

B2 = uint8(A21 - 1);
b2 = ind2gray(B2, map2);
figure(nfig0); nfig0 = nfig0 + 1;
imshow(b2);